Abstract We present two schemes for compiling disjunctions of nite domain constraints, where disjunction is treated as constructive. In the rst scheme each disjunction is compiled to a set of indexicals, i.e. a set of range functions computing domain restrictions, such that the evaluation of the indexicals maintains a weak form of consistency of the disjunction. The second scheme is based on constraint lifting, i.e. constructive disjunction applied to the set of constraint stores given by executing a disjunction of goals, for which we provide an algorithm for lifting nite domain constraints. This scheme maintains stronger consistency than the rst with a penalty in e ciency. We compare the two schemes with speculative disjunction, i.e. disjunction executed nondeterministically, and with disjunction via cardinality. Our conclusions are that the indexical scheme implements the most e cient pruning for many disjunctive constraints, such as resource and maximum/minimum constraints, and that the lifting scheme can be used for implementing lookahead pruning.
Introduction
Disjunctions of nite domain constraints can be used for pruning search VHSD91, VHSD92, JS93]. However, instead of speculatively exploiting disjunctions as search directives, they should be handled as constraints proper. The basic idea is to propagate information common to each disjunct, where the problem is to compute what is common.
From a constraint such as (x = 2^y = 1) _ (x = 50^y = 25) it follows that 2y = x. However, in the general case such inferences are intractable to compute. Rather, we focus on deriving domain constraints, e.g. from the above example we would like to infer x 2 f2; 50g and y 2 f1; 25g.
Even with this restriction, we are still concerned with a multitude of approaches. Consider a disjunction c 1 _ c 2 executed in conjunction with a constraint c in a store . Either, the domain constraints generated by considering the consistency of each constraint in c 1 and c 2 in can be combined, or the domain constraints given by enforcing the consistency of c 1^c and c 2^c in respectively can be combined. We say that either the disjunction is executed locally or globally.
In this paper we present two schemes for compiling disjunctions of nite domain constraints, one which generates code for maintaining local consistency, and one which maintains global consistency.
The rst scheme is based on FD VHSD91], a constraint language of indexicals. An indexical is a range function, indexed by the domains of variables, which computes restrictions on a domain variable. We use an extension of the original proposal of FD with conditional reasoning CJH94] as the target language for the compilation of disjunctions of nite domain constraints. The extension is crucial for our purposes.
Hence, disjunctions of nite domain constraints are transformed into sets of (conditional) indexicals which by computing unions of ranges maintain consistency locally. This does not result in maximal propagation, but instead the indexicals can be evaluated e ciently. Another advantage of this technique is that it is based on indexicals with no extra support for disjunction, e.g. there is no need for managing local states which is necessary to implement global consistency.
The second scheme uses a concurrent language with deep guards, such as AKL Jan94, CJH94], to execute disjunctions globally. Given a disjunction of constraints, each constraint is executed in a private local store, thus generating local domain constraints by maintaining consistency. Henceforth, domain constraints common to each local store are computed (lifted) and added to the embedding store. In this paper, we give an algorithm for lifting domain constraints, and brie y describe the implementation of constraint lifting in AKL.
The compilation schemes presented here have been implemented in the AGENTS-system, developed at SICS JH91, Jan94, CJH94].
Our initial performance evaluations indicate that the indexical scheme implements su cient pruning for many disjunctive constraints, such as resource and maximum/minimum constraints, extending the pruning given by cardinality-based disjunction. For our benchmarks the overhead of the lifting scheme for such constraints does not pay o , since it gives no more pruning than the indexical scheme.
On the other hand, the lifting scheme can be exploited for lookahead pruning VH89], which decreases the number of nondeterminate steps dramatically for highly constrained problems such as graph-coloring and nqueens problems. This technique is not applicable using the indexical scheme.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce indexicals and di erent types of disjunction. Section 3 deals with the compilation of arithmetical nite domain constraints to indexicals. In Section 4 the rules for rewriting disjunctions of constraints into sets of indexicals are given, and N ::= x j i; where i 2 N j 1 T ::= N j T + T j T ? T j T T j dT=Te j bT=Tc j T mod T j min(R) j max(R) R ::= T::T j R \ R j R R j R R j ?R j R + T j R ? T j R mod T j dom(N) Figure 1 : Syntax of FD range expressions in Section 5 constraint lifting and lifting of domain constraints is explained. Section 6 contains a performance evaluation of the two schemes compared with speculative and cardinality-based disjunction.
Background
We now brie y explain FD, the di erent types of disjunction we consider, and constraint lifting in AKL.
FD: a theory of nite domain indexicals
The constraint system FD is based on domain constraints and functional rules called indexicals VHSD91]. These rules may be thought of as rules for maintaining arc-consistency Mac77]. We have extended FD with a conditional range operator which is necessary to treat disjunctions properly.
A domain constraint is an expression x 2 I, where I is a set of integers.
The sets that are considered will always be nite unions of intervals. A set of domain constraints is called a store. The expression x denotes the intersection I 1 \ \ I n for all constraints x 2 I k in , 1 k n. If does not contain a constraint x 2 I, x is the set Z of integers. A variable x is determined in if x is a singleton set. Let 1 v 2 , for stores 1 and 2 , if for all variables x, x 2 x 1 . It follows trivially that v de nes a lattice.
An indexical has the form x in r, where r is a range (generated by R in Figure 1 ). The value of x in r in is x 2 r , where r is the value of r in (see below). The value of a range r in , r , is a set of integers computed as follows. The expression dom(y) evaluates to y . The expression t 1 ::t 2 is interpreted as the set fi 2 Z: t 1 i t 2 g. The In the following we use t:: and ::t as shorthand for t::1 and ?1::t, min(x) and max(x)) as shorthand for min(dom(x)) and max(dom(x)).
Where nonambiguous, we use t instead of t::t.
A linear nite domain constraint x y, an arithmetic constraint for short, is an equation (x = y), an inequation ( 2 f ; ; <; >g), or a disequation (x 6 = y) over linear expressions x and y, where a linear expression is either of the form n 1 x 1 : : : n k x k n 0 , where n i is a positive integer and x i an integer variable (0 i k), or Obviously, for any store and constraint c it follows that L(c; ) v G(c; ). The intuitive understanding of L and G is that L evaluates a disjunction without the need for local states to keep the results of propagating each disjunct separately, whereas this is necessary when evaluating G. Furthermore, G su ers from the fact that 0 must be a xed-point to each disjunct, which requires G to iterate more than L.
Example 2.1. Consider the disjunction c (x = y^x = z^y = 1) _ (x = y^x = z^z = 1) in = fx 2 f1; 2g; y 2 f1; 2g; z 2 f1; 2gg. It follows that G(c; ) = fx 2 f1g; y 2 f1g; z 2 f1gg, and L(c; ) = fx 2 f1; 2g; y 2 f1; 2g; z 2 f1; 2gg. 
Disjunction
We consider three types of disjunction; speculative, cardinality and constructive.
Speculative Speculative disjunction, i.e. nondeterminate disjunction, is what is used in
Prolog. Executing c 1 _ c 2 in speculatively thus means to rst execute c 1 in , and if failure later occurs, execute c 2 in instead. The problem with this scheme is that choices are made prematurely and that backtracking is needed to undo the e ects of choices.
Cardinality
Cardinality-based disjunction is disjunction de ned as c 1 _ c 2 #(1; c 1 ; c 2 ]; 2) VHD91], i.e. at least one of c 1 or c 2 must be true. Hence, given a store , neither c 1 nor c 2 is executed in until the other is inconsistent in . The cardinality-operator is not speculative, but achieves insu cient propagation in many cases, typically for disjunctive scheduling problems.
Constructive
Constructive disjunction was proposed as a way to treat a disjunction of constraints as a constraint to avoid the speculative behavior, and to utilize the inherent propagation of disjunctions VHSD91, VHSD92, JS93]. We only consider propagating domain constraints from a disjunction in the following. We distinguish between constructive disjunction executed locally and globally. Let c be in dnf. Then, executing c globally (locally) in a store is equivalent to evaluating G(c; ) (L(c; )).
Compilation of Arithmetic Constraints
In this section, we describe the compilation of linear nite domain constraints to monotone indexicals for constraint propagation. Let inf (sup) be a function from linear expressions to values which increases (decreases) as the computation progresses. That is, inf (t) (sup(t)) is the smallest (largest) value that t can ever get (see Table 1 ).
The lower (upper) bound of a linear expression E is thus computed by inf (E) (sup(E)) (see Table 1 ).
Compilation of constraints
We give a simple-minded compilation of arithmetic constraints into indexicals, used as a basis for our compilation of disjunctions in later sections (see The compilation of inequations and disequations is completely analogous to that of equations. In general, the idea is to rewrite a constraint over the variables x 1 : : :x k into the equivalent constraints n i x i E i where is the relation symbol, 1 i k, and then to translate them into a conjunction of monotone indexicals x i in r i that propagate information whenever the min or the max of a variable changes, where 1 i k and r i is de ned from E i and n i (see Table 2 ).
The translation rules (see Table 2 ) are obtained as follows: a necessary condition for n x E is the indexical x in ::bsup(E)=nc; a necessary condition for n x E is the indexical x in dinf (E)=ne::; and the following equivalences hold: x = y x y^x y x < y x y ? 1 x > y x y + 1 x 6 = y x < y _ x > y x in r 1^x in r 2 x in r 1 \ r 2 x in r 1 _ x in r 2 x in r 1 r 2 x in ::(i ? 1) (j + 1)::
x in ? (i::j)
Note that the proposed translation produces indexicals such that any pair of indexicals generated from an arithmetic constraint are equivalent, i.e. one of the indexicals is entailed i the other one is.
This compilation scheme has one major drawback: the code size is quadratic in the size of the input. This property is probably unacceptable except in toy programs or for binary constraints, and can be removed by using conjunctions of library calls instead DC93a].
Disjunctions executed locally
Let c be a constraint in dnf. Furthermore, let x 1 ; : : :; x k be the variables that occur in c. Indexing c amounts to computing a set of monotone indexicals that evaluates :L(c; ) (see Section 2.1).
Let A denote the set of indexicals generated by compiling a (see Section 3), where a is an arithmetic constraint.
We proceed stepwise as follows: Hence, X i is the result of indexing conjunct c i in c. We now turn to how the disjunction of c 1 ; : : :; c n can be removed. Again, we proceed stepwise.
1. Let X i be as above, i.e. X i = fx 1 in r i1 ; : : :; x k in r ik g, 1 i n. We 2. Consequently, let X c be the set fx 1 in r 1 ; : : :; x k in r k g.
It can be proven that X c is entailed if c is entailed, and that the inverse is not true. Furthermore, it follows that L(c; ) = L(x 1 in r 1^ ^x k in r k ; ), where X c = fx 1 in r 1 ; : : :; x k in r k g.
When compiling arithmetic constraints, indexicals are generated which are equivalent to each other (Section 3). This can be used for optimizing the ranges generated by the compilation. In the examples below, the reductions are applied beforehand to reduce the complexity of the indexicals. There are other optimizations concerned with using intermediate variables for storing range values used multiple times, and for optimizing the evaluation of conditional ranges that we do not go into here.
Let us now consider a few examples of disjunctive constraints compiled into indexicals. where no optimization rules are applicable.
Consider for a moment the element(x; l; y) constraint which is true i the xth element in l is equal to y DSH88, CJH94] 
Constraint lifting
Constraint lifting is constructive disjunction applied to a set of constraint stores generated by running a disjunction of goals in separate local stores, where constraints true in each local store are lifted and added to the embedding store. The notion is generic in choice of constraint system, and computing approximations of disjunctions generally requires domain speci c knowledge. However, for some constraint systems, such as boolean equalities, where the constraint language supports disjunction, lifting becomes trivial.
In AKL, a deep concurrent constraint language Jan94], we have introduced constraint lifting through a deep guard operator k, explained below.
Any computation in AKL is done in a local constraint store. A hierarchy of stores is created by running goals in guards. Each local store is associated with all the constraints generated by the local execution, that constrain or depend on variables in external stores. Thus, AKL supports directly the structures that are necessary to implement constraint lifting, since a representation is kept which gives access both to constraint stores and to the constraints visible externally in each store. Let i be the store resulting from the execution of guard G i in .
If i is unsatis able, the guard fails, and the corresponding clause is deleted. If all clauses are deleted, the lifting statement fails.
If only one nonfailed clause remains, i say, is replaced with i , and the lifting statement is replaced with the body B i . If i is entailed by , the lifting statement is replaced with B i . Otherwise, let 1 ; : : :; k be all remaining local stores which are neither unsatis able nor entailed by , k > 1. Hence, add ( 1 ; : : :; k ) to .
Finally, the lifting statement suspends until more constraints are added to which may a ect the execution of G i , for some i, 1 i k, and thereby the statement is reexecuted (incrementally, of course). Using the lifting statement, disjunctions of nite domain constraints can be executed globally through a lifting function for domain constraints (next section), and by encoding a disjunction c 1 _ _ c n as c 1 k true; ; c n k true.
Lifting domain constraints
In the following we assume there exists a lexicographic ordering of variables. Since the local stores are kept sorted, generating x 2 x 1 x k incrementally for n variables in step 3 can be done in O(k n) time. Furthermore, in AKL, local stores are associated with a DIRTY-bit which is set initially and whenever a local store can no longer be guaranteed to be sorted (such as after a garbage collection, or after the addition of new constraints). Hence, before lifting is performed for FD constraints, each local store i is checked if dirty, 1 i k. If dirty, the store is sorted and the bit is reset. This improves the incremental behavior of lifting.
Example 5.1. Consider the disjunction y = 1 _ z = 1 conjoined with x = y^x = z in the store = fx 2 f1; 2g; y 2 f1; 2g; z 2 f1; 2gg. By indexing y = 1 _ z = 1 the indexicals y in (dom(z) \ 1) ?1::1 1 and z in (dom(y) \ 1) ?1::1 1 are generated which will not produce any further domain constraints in .
However, instead running y = 1k true; z = 1k true will produce the stores y = fx 2 f1g; y 2 f1g; z 2 f1gg and z = fx 2 f1g; y 2 f1g; z 2 f1gg. Hence, x 2 f1g is lifted and is updated to fx 2 f1g; y 2 f1g; z 2 f1gg. 2
6 Performance Evaluation
We now compare our two approaches for constructive disjunction with speculative and cardinality disjunction. As benchmarks we use two problems for scheduling and planning, the bridge-project problem VH89] and the perfect squares problem VHSD92], together with the n-queens problem. The bridge and squares problems are concerned with shared resources, where the disjunctions are thus resource constraints. In the bridge example the disjunction x 1 + s 1 x 2 _ x 2 + s 2 x 1 is used, where x 1 and x 2 are domain variables, and s 1 and s 2 are constants.
In the perfect squares example two disjunctions are used: x 1 + s 1 x 2 _ x 2 + s 2 x 1 _ y 1 + s 1 y 2 _ y 2 + s 2 y 1 where x 1 ; x 2 ; y 1 , and y 2 are domain variables, and s 1 and s 2 are constants, and the disjunction (b = 1^x 2 fp ? s + 1; : : :; pg) _ (b = 0^x 2 f0; : : :; p ? sg fp + 1; : : :g) where x is a domain variable, and p and s are constants.
For the n-queens problem we consider the e ect of applying lookahead pruning VH89] through disjunctive reasoning on the number of nondeterminate steps. Lookahead is applied by adding member(i; x 1 ; : : :; x n ]) for each i between 1 and n, where x i represents queen i and member(i; x 1 ; : : :; x k ]) is interpreted as i = x 1 _ _ i = x k .
We have run the programs in AGENTS, the implementation of AKL, currently under development at SICS. 1 The timings are in milliseconds computed on a SPARC-10 system. If no answer was computed within one minute, or when the memory consumption became too large, \?" is used in the tables. We have used rst-fail labeling throughout VH89].
In tables 3, 4, and 5 we have included the runtime and number of nondeterminate steps for planning a bridge-project with about 30 jobs and 70 constraints, for packing a square with 8 squares, and packing a square with 17 squares, using speculative disjunction (spec), cardinality-based disjunction (card), and disjunctions executed locally (local) and globally (global).
As can be seen disjunction executed locally or globally prunes the number of nondeterminate steps more than do speculative and cardinality disjunction, however, the local scheme outperforms the global in runtime. This is because the global scheme does not produce su ciently more pruning than the local, while being more expensive in time and space.
As we see it, the most problematic aspect of executing disjunctions globally is the reactivity of the disjunction. Each disjunct may a ect, or be constrained by, many other variables. Hence, for any update of any one of those variables in the embedding store, the disjuncts must be reconsidered, and lifting retried. This should be controlled somehow, e.g. by only executing disjunctions globally at certain stages in the computation, and not necessarily at each propagation.
The reason why speculative disjunction needs fewer nondeterminate steps than cardinality in the bridge-example is that the solution happens to be found early in the speculative search. However, the execution of the program using speculative disjunction is heavily burdened by expensive deep guard propagations in AGENTS.
In Table 6 we give the timings for running the n-queens program with the extra member/2 disjunctions added and their four di erent interpretations, together with the version of n-queens with no extra disjunctions added (no).
As seen from the table, the member/2 disjunction executed globally prunes the number of nondeterminate steps dramatically, however, at a large performance cost. The speculative, local and cardinality disjunctions prunes the number of nondeterminate steps somewhat, however, with no obvious performance gain. We have also experimented with adding the redundant constraint x i = 1 _ _ x i = n, for each x i , which for this example was less perfect squares spec 
Conclusion
We have presented two schemes for compiling and executing disjunctions of nite domain constraints such that various degrees of constructive disjunction is maintained.
The rst scheme is solely based on conditional indexicals and implements constructive disjunction through local reasoning which ignores the e ects of propagating each disjunct respectively.
The second scheme executes each disjunct in a private constraint store, propagating the consequences of the constraints in each disjunct respectively, and henceforth lifts constraints implied by the disjunction of the stores and adds them to the embedding store. This gives stronger pruning than the rst scheme, however, a heavy implementation machinery is needed. Furthermore, our initial performance evaluations indicate that the indexical scheme in fact implements su cient pruning for many disjunctive constraints, such as resource and maximum/minimum constraints, extending the pruning given by cardinality-based disjunction. For our benchmarks the overhead of the lifting scheme for such constraints does not pay o , since it gives no more pruning than the indexical scheme.
On the other hand, the lifting scheme can be exploited for lookahead pruning, which decreases the number of nondeterminate steps dramatically for highly constrained problems such as graph-coloring and n-queens problems. This technique is not applicable using the indexical scheme.
